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,

8 511 RYAN PLAZA DRIVE. SulTE 1000#

,M ARLINGTON, TEXAS 76011
,
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MEMORANDUM FOR: James E. Gagliardo, Director
Technical Training Center
Office of Inspection and Enforcement

FROM: Robert D. Martin, Regional Administrator
Region IV

SUBJECT: 01 FINDINGS CONCERNING THE IMPEDIMENT OF THE
ORGANIZATIONAL FREEDOM 0F A CPSES QC INSPECTOR

We have received the attached investigation (case file number 4-84-039) from
the Office of Investigations (01). The report describes 01's efforts to
determine whether Brown & Root (B&R) Quality Control (QC) supervisors at the<

Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station (CPSES) improperly instructed a B&R QC
inspector to make late entry sign offs on inspection documentation. Such
instructions if followed could have resulted in the falsification of records.
It is 01's belief that the weight of evidence indicates that one or more QC
supervisors knowingly and willfully ordered the QC inspector to perform such
alleged activity solely on the basis of production demands. These instructions
are contrary to the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, which specifies that *

persons perfonning quality assurance functions shall have sufficient authority
and organizational freedom to identify quality problems; to initiate, recommend,
or provide solutions; and to verify implementation of solutions.g

Region IV is currently evaluating the investigation findings in order to
determine the appropriate enforcement action warranted. Because of its
relevance to the Intimidation and Harassment Panel deliberations, we are

i

herewith providing you a copy of OI's report.

d. \Q
, d obert D. Martin
} Regional Administrator

Enclosure:
As stated

a_-

~Axelrad |
! J. Taylor /

J. Lieberman
T. Westerman'

V. Noonan f'

R. Herr

g71 9 860710

GARDE 86-379 PDR
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ALLEGATION REVIEW Date: 08/13/85

CASE NUMBER 4-84-A-096
DATE OPENED 08/01/84
FACILITY NAME CPSES

50-445/446

SUBJECT Sensitive

SOURCE OF ALLEGATION Former contractor
employee

NUMBER OF ALLEG.
ASSIGNED TO 01
CROSS REF. NO. 4-84-039
ACTION SCHEDULED Closed

FIRST/LAST NAME R. Herr
'

DATE ASSIGNED 08/01/84
REPORT NUMBER 1st: i

2nd:
Lst:

FTS NUMBER 8-728-8110
DUE DATE
ALLEGATION SUBSTANT
S0RT CODE X

DATE CLOSED 08/08/85
ACTION OFFICE OIRIV
MAN HOURS
REPORT PREPARATION
ASSIST .

!
DETAILS: (Sensitive) Transferred to CPSES TRT for processing and resolution.

'

This case closed in RIV files.

Ref: 4-84-039

' ~
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MEMORANDUM FOR: Richard K. Herr, Director, 01

THRU: Robert D. Martin, Regional Administr p ,

FROM: Dale A. Powers, Enforcement Officer

SUBJECT: RELEASE OF ROI SYN 0PSIS TO THE PDR

{gh p m# L- ..." 1_._

co d e. guestt+>rhaa ic = dr:f p preinn rennre +bst .:: prcp;ced in ur de:r
d

release the synopsis from 01 Report No. 4-84 -037 to the Public Document
A

| Room. We will hold this report pending your approval for release in

accordance with Section 8.2.3. of the Investigative Procedures Manual.

~

Dale A. Powers
Enforcement Officer

The release of the above described synopsis is authorized.

,

/,V Y A4 V/3/9'd
'~ Si g naYure Da~te

1
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SYN 0PSIS

This investig nion was initiated to determine if Drown & Root, Inc.
(B&R) Quality Control (QC) supervisors at the Comanche Peak Steam
Electric Station (CPSES) improperly ordered a B&R QC inspector to make
late entry sign off's on liner plate inspection travelers using QC
acceptance recorded on construction documents made years earlier. This
investigation into the propriety of the QC supervisors' instructions
focused specifically on how the QC supervisors allegedly ordered the QC
inspector to interpret what the construction documentation represented.

During 1978 and 1979, liner plate for the spent fuel pools in Unit I,
. Unit II, and the transfer canals was under construction. Liner plate
inspection travelers were used by QC inspectors to record their QC
acceptance at various hold points during construction. During this same
period of time, B&R construction procedures required the use of a
nondestructive examination (NDE), which served as a request (chit) by
craft employees for a QC inspection at predetermined hold points. The QC
inspectors signed off the NDE chits as well as the inspection travelers
as a record of their inspections.

In 1983, in anticipation of the resumption of work on the liner plate, a
determination was made by site managers that liner plate inspections were
to become the responsibility of the non-American Society of Mechanical
Engineers (ASME) QC group. When the liner plate inspection travelers
were initially transferred from the ASME QC group to the non-ASME QC
group, it was determined that some of the inspection travelers had
unsigned inspection hold points, in an effort to find a solution to the
incomplete documentation, non-ASME personnel discovered the existence of
the NDE chits. The non-ASME QC inspectors proceeded to transfer
information from the old five-point ASME travelers to the new eight-point
non-ASME travelers. Confusion soon arose among some of the non-ASME
inspectors when they were told they may have misinterpreted what
inspection step the NDE chits represented. Some of the ASME inspectors
recovered the eight-point non-ASME travelers which they had completed,
and they destroyed them. Consequently, the non-ASME QC group refused to
accept the incomplete five-point travelers, and these travelers were

'returned to the ASME group.

Discussions were held among the two QC inspection groups to find a
solution to the incomplete documentation. Subsequently, an agreement was
reached between the two groups that old NDE chits signed by QC inspectors
during their original inspections in the construction of the liner plate
could be used to substantiate that the QC inspections had been performed.
In this regard, by using the corresponding NDE chits, the unsigned lines
on the liner plate inspection travelers could be signed by a QC inspector
referencing a late entry. A QC inspector was assigned to conduct a
document review of the travelers and the NDE chits; and sign off the
travelers if supporting NDE chits were available.

An allegation was subsequently h,6de that the sign off of the inspection f
travelers using the NDE chits was improper because the QC inspector had
not actually performed the inspections. It was also alleged that some of

Case No. 4-84-039
1
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the NDE chits might not represent the corresponding hold points. This
allegation was investigated in coordination with a representative of the
Comanche Peak Technical Review Team (TRT). The TRT assumed the
responsibility for determining the validity of the use of the NDE chits
for making the late entry sign offs. During the course of the '

investigation, it was learned that two QC supervisors in charge of the
liner plate inspection traveler review may have improperly ordered the QC,

| inspector to sign off incomplete inspection hold points whether or not ,

l there were corresponding NDE chits. It was further developed that one of
' the QC supervisors threatened to make the QC inspector stay over a

weekend if necessary to complete the task. The focus of this investi-
gation was changed to detennine if such improper instructions were given

..to the QC inspector.

Fifteen present and former employees were interviewed as part of this
investigation. Five employees provided testimony regarding their
recollection of how the liner plate inspection travelers and NDE chits
had been used during 1978 anu 1979. Although these employees' under-
standing was not exactly the same, their recollections indicated that
Category 1 on the five-point traveler had been reserved for the fit-up
and cleanliness inspection on the inside weld. The five employees'
testimony indicated that the five-point liner plate inspection traveler
had not contained a line for sign off on fit-up and cleanliness for the
inside weld. These employees believed that the NDE chits in question had

"been used for fit-up and cleanliness in preparation for the initial
tacking of the plates. This general understanding was also repeated by
an E8ASCO QC supervisor representing the utility during testimony before
the CPSES Atomic Safety and Licensing Board (ASLB).

A TUGC0 senior engineer testified he was aware that the BAR ASME super-
visor in charge of transferring the travelers to the non-ASME group was
attempting to use the NDE chits to complete the unsigned inspection steps
on the travelers.

Two EBASCO QC specialists testified they were in the millwright shop on
l the evening the QC inspector received the traveler project instructions.
| Both QC specialists said the QC inspector expressed concern to them about

the ASME supervisors' instructions.i

An EBACC0 employee working for TUGC0 as a non-ASME supervisor confirmed
that his inspection group had refused to accept the incomplete travelers.
This supervisor said he heard portions of the QC inspector's conversations
with the ASME supervisors. This non-ASME supervisor said he heard the
ASME supervisors explain to the QC inspector that the chits could be used
to sign the incomplete hold points. The non-ASME supervisor said he
recalled that the QC inspector expressed confusion about these instructions.
The non-ASME supervisor said he recommended that the QC inspector reference
a late entry on the travelers. The non-ASME supervisor said that one of
his non-ASME QC inspectors represented him during the discussions between

'

the ASME supervisors and the QC inspector assigned to complete the
travelers.

Case No. 4-84-039
2
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! This non-ASME QC inspector who was present during the discussion between
the ASME supervisors and the QC inspector in the millwright shop
confirr'ed that he heard one of the ASME supervisors order the QC
inspector to sign off the incomplete hold points on the travelers whetheri

or not there were corresponding NDE chits present to substantiate that'

i the original inspections had been performed. This non-ASME inspector '

i testified that he knew the ASME supervisor's instructions to the QC ;

inspector were improper. He added, however, that the QC inspector did !
.

not sign off traveler hold points which did not have corresponding chits,'

j Additional testimony confirmed that a nonconformance report (NCR) was
, prepared on travelers which had not been signed off due to the absence of
I supporting documentation.

! 'The B&R ASME QC supervisor who was identified by the QC inspector as the
j one who ordered the sign off of the travelers testified that he did not

recall being present when the ASME QC supervisor in charge of the project
7
; gave the QC inspector instructions for completing the travelers. The

| other B&R ASME QC supervisor responsible for the liner plate inspection
: travelers said he assigned the QC inspector to conduct a document review
| and determine which travelers had corresponding NDE chits that could be
! used for signing off the travelers by referencing a late entry. This
| supervisor said he instructed the QC inspector to write an NCR if corres-
j ponding NDE chits were not found which could substantiate that the
! original inspections had been performed. This supervisor denied ordering

the QC inspector to sign off travelers which did not have corresponding -

) -

! chits, and denied saying the QC inspector would have to stay over the
} weekend to complete signing off the travelers if it took that long. This
! supervisor said that to the best of his recollection, no one else had
i been present at the time he instructed the QC inspector how to complete

the inspection travelers.

| The TRT prepared a Safety Evaluation Report (SER) which reflects there
.

were apparent record anomalies in the travelers which included instances
| of hold points being signed off improperly; however, none of these
| irregularities were attributed to the QC inspector who made the late
| entry sign offs on the travelers.

.

The weight of the testimony obtained during the 01 investigation :

1 indicates the independence and organizational freedom of the QC inspector
was interfered with by at least one of the QC supervisors. Further, if'

the QC inspector had succumbed to the improper order and implied threat,
inspection records would have been falsified. The QC supervisors'
actions appeared to have been solely based on production demands.t

!

|

}

)
:

Case No. 4-84-039
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i . rug-2260 TEXAS UTILITIES GENERATING COMPANY

OFFICE MEMOR ANDUM

J.H. Roberts _ C en Rose. Teus _ July 31 1984'

To

Construction Startup/ Turnover Surveillance Reports
Subject

A review of several recently issued construction Startup/ Turnover
Surveillance Reports and corrective action for the findings in these
reports indicates that we have a rather cumbersome system for ident-
ifying and resolving these items.

A majority of the items identified by surveillances (screws loose, bolts
| missing, loose u-bolts, etc.) could be corrected on the spot without the,

Ingeneration of forwarding memorandums and memorandums in response.
addition, some of the findings (dimensions out of tolerance, are strikes
on vendor supplied piping, lack of traceability, etc.) are items which
should be identified as nonconforming conditions and ,be tracked as such
by use of Nonconformance Reports.

To more efficiently handle the identification and correction of findings
to surveillance reports I am establishing the following policy for the
reporting of Construction Startup/ Turnover Surveillances,

Minor items which can be spot corrected as mentioned abovea.
should be brought to the attention of personnel at the time
these items are identified, such that the items can be
corrected on the spot.

i

b. For items identified which cicarly cannot be corrected during
the surveillance activity and ecet the requirements for the
issuance of a Nonconfor nance Report (NCR), an NCR should be _ ,

issued with reference tu the NCR/NCR's in the surveillance
~

report.
.

The personnel performing the survaillance reports shouldc.
continue to use the CSTS deficiency report system to identify
items where this reporting system is appropriate.

t *

d. Discussions with cognizant personnel during the course of the
surveillance and prior to formal issuance of the surveillance
report should occur frequently to ensure the right personnel
are contacted to impicment corrective actions.

'

This policy should be placed in effect in conjunction with your
verifying that existing procedures in the surveillance area support
this policy.

/
*

..

/ .
.

C.H. Welch
TUCCO Site QA Supervisor

~

CHW/1j
cc: D.M. Chapman

A. Vega j
J.T. Merritt

,
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REPORT No. SUBJECT '

Q4-82-005 Welding
Q4-82-011 Improper QC Practices and Discrimination
Q4-82-025 Improper Radiograph
A-82-012 Alleged Electrical Deficiencies

Q4-83-009 Inadequate "As Built'' Inspections
Q4-83-011 Alleged Poor Construction Practices
Q4-83-021 Intimidation
Q4-93-022 Improper Procedures (Coatings)
Q4-83-023 Alleged Poor Management Practices
Q4-83-025 Discouraging the Use of NCR's
Q4-83-026 Deficiencies in Coatings
A4-83-001 Defective Pipe Hangers
A4-83-005 Alleged Improper Construction Practices
4-83-006 Alleged Falsification of Civil QC Records
4-83-011 Alleged Falsification of QC Records
4-83-016 Alleged Improper Teneination

Q4-84-001 .!aproper Construction Practices
Q4-*34-007 Improper Construction Practices
4-84-008 Alleged Intimidation and Harassment

*

Q4-84 011 Intimidation
Q4-84-014 Prenotification
Q4-84-016 Improper Construction Practices

4-83-001 Intimidation of Coatings Personnel ,

- ..

4-83-013 Intimidation (76 interviews)

4 84-006 Alleged Intimidation of QC Personnel

ca.84 037 Alleged Harassment of OC Inspector

Q4 84-046 Suspected Harassment of OC Inspector

4 84-012 Alleged !ntimidettan of CPSES Craf tsman

4 84-040 Alleged Falsification of Startup Document

ca.85.c 2 Potential Harass ent of Quality Assurance
kc' tor

4-84-013 Alleged Falsification of Data Cards
and Intimidation of Pipe Fitters

4-84 025 Alleged Improprieties in Brown and Root
Q4-84-027 Alleged Discriminatory Actions by TUGC0

and Brown and Root
Q4-84-029 Alleged Use of Non-Conforming Materials
4-84-030 Alleged Improper Upgrading of Material
Q4-84-038 Alleged Intimidation QC Inspector L- ) qg-

4-84-039 Alleged Intimidation QC Inspector F- hw,

i'
,

Q4-84-041 Alleged Falsification of Fabrication '

Shop Paper Work (Q4-84-045 Alleged Falsification Coating QC -
dTraining Records i

4-84-050 Alleged Intimidation of TUGC0 QA
Auditors by QC Management i

Q4-85-003 Alleged Intimidation of Pipe Crew |
by a Foremen

A4-85 020 Assessment of SAFETEAM Program

- _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - - - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ - _ - - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ |


